
All-in-One Conference Camera Video Bar with Android UC terminal
Plug and Play: Integrated design that becomes instantly operational after booting
Ultra-wide FOV: Featuring a 120-degree FOV, with a 1/2.3-inch 12MP sensor
Digital Zoom: 5x
Presets: 3 Zooming Presets
Built-in Speaker: Satisfies the need for small-to-medium spaces
Built-in Microphone: Six-element MEMS microphone array with high sensitivity and 8 meters
of voice pickup range
Clearer Voice: Noise reduction, echo cancellation, anti-reverberation, built-in AGC algorithm
that enhances voice collection
Wireless Connection: Dual WiFi module
Flexible installation: Wall-mounted or on a desk



Android OS based
With built-in Android, there's no computer needed. Simply start a teleconference with the app

you prefer, either from a computer or from the VB70.
Connect it to the display, and you're ready to go.

Wireless Presentation
Single click wireless screen-sharing for up to 4 devices simultaneously
Works with both dongle and app. (The VB70 has bulit-in Android OS)

Speaker/ Voice Tracking
INFOBIT advanced Speaker/Voice Tracking technology intelligently focuses

on the person who is talking- even if they move around the room.



Auto Framing
Auto-framing with intelligent face detection tracks whoever is speaking

and smoothly switches between participants.

Room-filling audio
The powerful 8W speakerphone reaches every listener.

Outstanding Sound Experience
 From the 6-element microphone, with noise reduction,

echo cancellation, and 8-meter voice pickup.



Dereverberation
The effect of dereverberation is to increase the direct-to-reverberant

ratio so that the sound is perceived as closer and clearer.

Dual-WiFi
What if you want to use internet when casting

your mobile device which is connecting the
meeting room Wi-Fi without internet?

The VB70 supports Dual-WiFi technology that
allows you to visit the internet while casting or

show on-line contents.

Multiple mounting options
Designed for table stand, TV or wall mounting without the need for special construction.
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